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**General Comment**

I'm commenting on this rule change, in an attempt to try and sway the DOL from allowing the government to get involved in allowing educated people to help themselves create a better standard of living during their retirement years. Frankly, I am OUTRAGED that this government "of the people, for the people", is once again sticking it's nose into a part of my life that should be none of it's business! Please listen to the people who actually know what they are talking about, and do NOT go forward with restricting retired persons from trading options in IRA accounts. The right of us to trade options, or to use any other retirement savings tools at our disposal, is patently unfair, and unacceptable. Retirees do not need the government to try and protect us from ourselves. We should be allowed to use the same rules that Wall Street uses. I ask you to please do not pass this rule.

Tim Touchstone